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CSS Platinum are delighted to have been invited to talk at the exclusive
Superyacht Investor London event at the Hilton Tower Bridge this
month! With over 200 senior executives attending and 20+ hours of
scheduled networking and industry sessions, our Co-Founder, Mike
Wills will be discussing how the industry can counter the threat of
cybercriminals on Tuesday 17th May.
Click here to learn more about the event

Spotlight:
Yacht Cyber Security Audit
With vessels and organisations being targeted by
cybercriminals it’s important to understand where any
vulnerabilities may lie.
CSS Platinum offers a Yacht Cyber Security Audit that
reviews policies, processes, and technologies to pinpoint
where cyber security risk is to your vessel, organisation and
ultimately – you.
A Yacht Cyber Security Audit will help you prepare for your
next flag audit and address ISM Cyber Risk Management
regulations set out by the IMO.
Learn more at https://cssplatinum.com/cyber-security-audit/

We have numerous high-profile guests
throughout the summer, we have to ensure
our vessel and organisation is secure and
our customers are safe-guarded.
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IMO International Women in Maritime Day:
CSS Platinum celebrate our Women in Maritime
The IMO International Day for Women in Maritime celebrates women in the industry who
form an integral part of the maritime workforce, contributing to the success of shipping
lines, ports, onshore services and more!
CSS Platinum has a commitment to diversity, driven from the top of the business by our
Co-Founder and Chief Technology Officer, Charlotte Riley, along with the CSS Platinum
board, a diverse team drives this IT and cyber security company in supporting the
Maritime Industry!

Protected by the best in the industry.
CSS Platinum protect their clients from cyber-crime and organisations
targeting the superyacht community.
Our cyber-security team has a unique blend of ex-military leaders who
have, since leaving service, forged successful careers within corporate
enterprises across the globe. A combination of best-in-class experience
and expertise that is unrivalled when protecting our clients and their
assets.
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